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Q1. Use the correct form of adjective to complete each sentence. 

a. This is the __________ boy in the school.   (naughty) 

b. Sarah is _____________ than Tariq.    (quiet) 

c. Antarctica is the _______________ continent.  (cold) 

Q2. Do as directed. 

a. A tree which provides (shade) is ______________. (form adjective) 

b. An _____________ was sent by post (invite).  (form a noun) 

c. These shoes were _____________ by Sam. (wear)  (change the tense) 

d. Susan found her bag in the garage ____________ was lost few days before. 

(who, which) 

e. The man shouted I am waiting for the bus since an hour. (punctuate) 

f. The girl whispered in my ear.    (underline the speech verb) 

g. Lapwings _____________ their eggs in a shallow hole in the ground. (lay) 

(change in present tense) 

h. Write one loud verb ______________.   (change in present tense) 

i. Write one quiet verb ______________.   (change in present tense) 

j. Sip __________, ___________.    (write two synonyms) 

k. Laugh _____________.      (write a synonyms) 

l. I can see a _____________ of whales.   (collective noun) 

m. Do let me know when _____________ done with your work. (contraction) 

n. The boy shouted ______________.    (adverb) 

o. The little boy smiled ______________ he was injured. (conjunction) 

Q3. Choose the correct imperative verb from the list to complete each sentence. 

 
 

c. _______________ the book down. 

d. Behave yourself and ____________ the class now. 

Leave     -     make     -    put     -     complete     -     throw 



 

 

 

Q4. Match the following nouns with the verbs. 

persuade     suggestion 

rebel     existence 

invent     admiration 

suggest    persuasion 

perform    description 

describe    rebellion 

admire    invention 

exist     performance 

Q5. Look at the picture and make your own story (write your story on a separate  

sheet of paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Q6. Form adjectives from the given nouns and make sentences of any 3 formed 

adjectives.  

1. fun  = ___________________ 

2. juice  = ___________________ 

3. sleep  = ___________________ 

4. noise   = ___________________ 

5. health  = ___________________ 

6. skin  = ___________________ 

a. ____________________________________________________________ 

b. ____________________________________________________________ 

c. ____________________________________________________________ 

c. ________________ your work. 

d. ________________ the water in the basin. 

e. ________________ some tea for me. 


